
Calibre:

Barrel Length:

Twist Rate:

Magazine:

Trigger:

Stock:

Sights:

Overall length:

Weight: 

.308 Win. 

19” (485mm) Stainless hammer forged fluted 

1 in 10” 

2 x 5 rnd detachable magazines 

Direct trigger 

Synthetic stock, black 

Weaver mounting rail and pop-up open sights 

38.6” (980mm) 

3.0kg (6.6lbs) 

Detachable 5-round mag, 
2 Stage lock & Dual 
opposing locking 
tabs

Solid high-density moulded 
polymer stock

Spacers for various 
lengths of pull

Direct
trigger 

2+1 
Stage 
safety

Stainless steel, fluted, 
cold-hammer-forged barrel

Solid black rubber/ synthetic recoil pad

55.346.3B0 - Steyr Scout Stainless .308Win  

The Steyr Scout provides the ideal solution for versatility, durability, accuracy and reliability in a compact and lightweight bolt-action rifle platform. 
Developed in a nearly decade-long collaboration with legendary Marine Corps Lt.Col. Jeff Cooper, the Scout boasts an extensive list of innovative 
features. The lightweight bolt-action, all-purpose Steyr Scout rifle was designed to accept a low-powered, forward-mounted scope for accurate fire and 
both-eyes-open operation to detect flanking dangers. Backup “ghost-ring” iron sights integrated to the top rail can be deployed within seconds should 
the optics fail. The rifle can also be fitted with a standard scope, should the need arise. In keeping with Cooper’s requirement for a magazine cutoff, 
Steyr incorporated a two-position magazine system that allowed the rifle to be fed individually with the five-round magazine in a lowered position. The 
magazine could be seated one step further with minimal pressure, allowing the bolt to feed cartridges directly from the magazine. A second five-round 
backup magazine is contained in the buttstock in case of an urgent need to reload. With a fluted, cold-hammer-forged barrel measuring 19 inches, an 
overall length of 38.6 inches and an out-of-the-box weight of just 6.6 pounds. The compact design of the stock features an innovative integrated bipod 
that is hardly noticeable until it is folded out from the stock. Between the bipod legs is a UIT rail for attachments, and the stock is outfitted with five 
press-and-twist sling-swivel attachment points that allow the addition of Cooper’s favored Ching Sling on either side of the rifle. The Steyr Scout is built 
on the Safe Bolt System (SBS) action with a unique 2+1 safety function that offers three settings operated by a wheel switch on the tang of the stock. 
The FIRE mode (safety off) is indicated by a red dot, and the first level of SAFE mode disables the firing mechanism while allowing the bolt to be 
cycled. The second SAFE position locks the bolt, at which point the bolt can be pushed down against the stock, locking the firing pin and firing 
mechanism out of firing position, allowing safe transportation with a round in the chamber. Simply pressing the safety’s release tab and rolling it 
forward returns the bolt to either the SAFE or the FIRE position. 

Spare 5 round 
magazine

Integrated
bipod

Top rail for scope mounting 
with integrated pop-up open sights

ENGINEERED AND MANUFACTURED IN AUSTRIA
STEYR SCOUT STAINLESS

ALSO AVAILABLE IN .223



Detachable 4-round magazine, 2 Stage lock & Dual opposing locking tabs

Contoured fore-end

Solid high-density moulded 
polymer stock

®Solid steel action with Mannox  finish
Spacers for various 
lengths of pull

Adjustable 
set trigger 

2+1 
Stage 
safety

Stainless steel barrel with distinctive 
Mannlicher hammer-forged twist 

Solid black rubber/ synthetic recoil pad

26.363SB.3G - Steyr ProHunter Stainless 7mm-08 

Calibre:

Barrel Length:

Rate of Twist:

Magazine:

Trigger:

Stock: 

Sights:

Overall Length: 

Weight:

7mm-08 

24” (610mm) hammer forged 

1 in 8.6” 

4 rnd detachable synthetic magazine 

Direct trigger 

Fibre-glass reinforced synthetic stock 

None 

47.2” (1200mm) 

3.5kg (7.7lbs) 

Thanks to its user-friendly design with its tough synthetic stock and SBS-system with the 2 + 1 stage safety, 
the MANNLICHER PRO HUNTER is one of the most modern hunting rifles. 

Robustness and Ergonomics: The extremely durable synthetic stock is perfectly fitted for rough environmental 
hunting conditions. The length of pull can be individually adjusted, by simply adding or removing spacers. 
Rugged Construction: The MANNLICHER PRO HUNTER's MANNOX metal surface finish guarantees perfect 
anti-corrosion protection, as well as enhanced durability against mechanical strain and the stainless steel 
hammer forged barrel provides additional durability and corrosion resistance. 

ENGINEERED AND MANUFACTURED IN AUSTRIA
PROHUNTER STAINLESS

ALSO AVAILABLE IN .243, .308, .30-06



Detachable 4-round magazine, 2 Stage lock & Dual opposing locking tabs

Contoured fore-end

Solid high-density moulded 
polymer stock

®Solid steel action with Mannox  finish
Spacers for various 
lengths of pull

Adjustable 
set trigger 

2+1 
Stage 
safety

Stainless steel heavy 
 hammer-forged twist barrel 

Solid black rubber/ synthetic recoil pad
.223 Rem 

22” (560mm) Heavy hammer forged 

1 in 9” 

4 rnd detachable synthetic magazine 

Direct trigger 

Fibre-glass reinforced synthetic stock 

None 

43” (1100mm) 

3.5kg (7.7lbs) 

Calibre: 

Barrel Length:

Rate of Twist:

Magazine:

Trigger:

Stock:

Sights:

Overall Length:

Weight:

55.034SB.3G - Steyr ProHunter Stainless .223Rem

Thanks to its user-friendly design with its tough synthetic stock and SBS-system with the 2 + 1 stage safety, 
the MANNLICHER PRO HUNTER is one of the most modern hunting rifles. 

Robustness and Ergonomics: The extremely durable synthetic stock is perfectly fitted for rough environmental 
hunting conditions. The length of pull can be individually adjusted, by simply adding or removing spacers. 
Rugged Construction: The MANNLICHER PRO HUNTER's MANNOX metal surface finish guarantees perfect 
anti-corrosion protection, as well as enhanced durability against mechanical strain and the stainless steel 
hammer forged barrel provides additional durability and corrosion resistance. 

ENGINEERED AND MANUFACTURED IN AUSTRIA
PROHUNTER STAINLESS

ALSO AVAILABLE IN .223



Detachable 5-round mag, 
2 Stage lock & Dual 
opposing locking tabs

Solid high-density moulded 
polymer stock

Spacers for various 
lengths of pull

Adjustable
cheek-piece

Direct
trigger 

2+1 
Stage 
safety

®
Blued, Mannox  finish,

match barrel

Adjustable recoil pad
Solid black rubber/ synthetic

56.916.3B - Steyr Elite .223 

Spare 5 round 
magazine

Integrated
bipod

ENGINEERED AND MANUFACTURED IN AUSTRIA
STEYR ELITE

integrated NATO rail 
(Picatinny-rail)

The STEYR ELITE began a new era of precision rifles. Its ultimate accuracy, modern safety standard, and ergonomics, 
satisfy even the most demanding rifleman.

Individual adjustments to provide the shooter an optimal rifle fit, the cheek piece allows height adjustment and the recoil 
pad length of pull adjustments. This is done quickly and exactly, according to the individual needs. Part of the STEYR ELITE 
configuration is the three positions SBS-safety system, an integrated NATO rail (Picatinny-rail), for scope mounting, and 
the integrated bipod. Another option is the “High-Capacity-kit”, which includes an extension adapter, a 10-shot magazine 
and mounting screws.

Enlarged (SSG type) 
bolt knob 

Calibre:

Barrel Length:

Twist Rate:

Magazine:

Trigger:

Stock:

Sights:

Overall length:

Weight: 

.223

22.4” (567mm) Hammer forged match

1 in 10” 

2 x 5 rnd detachable magazines 

Direct trigger 

Adjustable synthetic stock, black 

Integrated picatinny rail - for mounting scope

42.9” (1090mm) 

4.3kg (9.5lbs) 

ALSO AVAILABLE IN .308WIN, 

.308 STAINLESS



Calibre

Magazine

Trigger

Stock

Overall Length

Barrel Length

Weight

.308 Win

4 rnd detachable synthetic magazine

Set trigger or direct trigger

Synthetic stock with polymer inlays

43.9” (1,115mm)

22” (560mm)

3.36kg (7.4 lbs)

High reliability, long service life, maximum precision and convenience of use, are only a few of the 
characteristics of the STEYR MANNLICHER CL II. 

In combination with the S.B.S. (Safe Bolt System) the 2+1 stage safety ensures highest safety standards for hunting rifles. 
The new SX-stocks for STEYR MANNLICHER CL II SX. Where ergonomic design matches the highest durability. 
Polymer inlays guarantee a good grip even in bad conditions. The aluminium bedded system, together with the latest 
synthetics, lead to a rifle with maximum stability. Just like the traditional CL II with wooden stock, also the CL II SX is 
available in many varieties matched to the shooters needs. It is available as a Halfstock version, a short Mountain, a Semi 
Weight or also in Stainless. 

Detachable 4-round magazine

Polymer grip inlays

High-density moulded 
polymer stock with 

aluminium bedding system

®Solid steel action with Mannox  finish

Single 
set trigger 

2+1 
Stage 
safety

Stainless steel barrel with distinctive 
Mannlicher hammer-forged twist 

Solid black rubber/ synthetic recoil pad

66.09340.021020A - Steyr Classic SX Stainless .308Win 

Polymer grip inlays

ENGINEERED AND MANUFACTURED IN AUSTRIA
STEYR SM12 CL II SX

The Safety: The wheel CL II safety just rotates, fire, 
safe, bolt release position/bolt lock down position.

ALSO AVAILABLE IN .243 & .30-06



Threaded barrel 
(muzzle cap) and 
muzzle brake 
& adapter

Solid high-density moulded 
polymer stock

Adjustable 
Cheek piece

Direct
trigger 

2+1 Stage 
safety

Stainless steel, Non-fluted, 
cold-hammer-forged barrel

Adjustable stock with synthetic recoil pad

Spare 
10 round 
magazine

Integrated bipod

Top rail for scope mounting 
with integrated pop-up open sights

ENGINEERED AND MANUFACTURED IN AUSTRIA
STEYR SCOUT RANGER

Detachable 10-round mag, 
2 Stage lock & Dual opposing locking 
tabs

Handy and practical An additional five or an optional ten-cartridge-magazine, can be 
accommodated in the hollow well of the ergonomically shaped synthetic stock. This is not the 
only detail, which makes this lightweight rifle practical and universal.

Flexible Every demand can be satisfied by one of the MANNLICHER SCOUT variants: the black
type or STAINLESS steel, or the JEFF-COOPER package version. Beyond that, an extensive range 
of accessories is also available.

Always Stable When necessary, the bipod, which is integrated in the stock's forearm, can be 
unfolded. Thus, the shot will be precise even when no other support is available.

Calibre / Chamber

Barrel

Receiver

Magazine Capacity

Trigger

Safety

Sights

Recoil Pad

Accessories

308Win

Blued, Stainless Steel Finish, Fluted

Blued, Weaver rail

10 Round

Direct Trigger

2 + 1 Safety System

Flip up Emergency Sights

Rubber recoil pad with Quick Exchange Spacers

Additional 10 shot Magazine in the Stock 

AND muzzle brake

STEYR SCOUT RANGER SS



Caliber:

Weight:

Overall Length:

Action:

Trigger:

Safety:

Barrel Length:

Rifle Stock:

Scope Mount:

.308 Win  and .300 Win Mag 

11.64 lbs.

46.3"

Bolt Action

Direct Trigger

2 + 1 positions STEYR MANNLICHER safety

23.6"

Synthetic black

Long picatinny-rail system

Threaded barrel 
(muzzle cap) and 
muzzle brake 
& adapter

Solid high-density moulded 
polymer stock

Adjustable 
Cheek piece

Spacers for various 
lengths of pull

Direct
trigger 

2+1 
Stage 
safety

Heavy, Non-fluted, 
cold-hammer-forged barrel

Solid black rubber/ synthetic recoil pad

SSG 04-A1

Bipod

Top rail for scope mounting 
with integrated pop-up open sights

Detachable 10-round (.308 Win) or 8-round 
(.300 Win Mag) magazine, with 2 Stage lock 
& Dual opposing locking tabs

The STEYR SSG 04 A1 is a slightly modified version of the professional model. 
With a long rail Picatinny system (Mil. Std. 1913), adjustable cheek piece and butt 
plate, high capacity magazine and a muzzle brake developed by STEYR 
MANNLICHER it has every technical detail required for precise results.
Based on Steyr SBS rotary bolt action with four frontal locking lugs, arranged in 
pairs. Cold hammer-forged barrels are available in standard or compact 
lengths (compact only in 7.62 NATO), in either case fitted with muzzle brake. 
Feed is from detachable box magazines, holding eight .300WM or ten 7.62mm 
NATO rounds. Single-stage triggers are factory set for optimum performance, but 
can be adjusted by operator if desired. 

ENGINEERED AND MANUFACTURED IN AUSTRIA
STEYR SSG 04-A1



ENGINEERED AND MANUFACTURED IN AUSTRIA

Threaded barrel 
(muzzle cap) and 
muzzle brake 
& adapter

Adjustable 
Cheek piece

Spacers for various 
lengths of pull

Single-stage, 
direct 
trigger 

2+1 
Stage 
safety

Heavy, Non-fluted, 
cold-hammer-forged barrel

Solid black rubber/ synthetic recoil pad

SSG 08

Bipod

Detachable 8-round (.300 Win Mag) 
magazine, with 2 Stage lock 
& Dual opposing locking tabs

Each SSG 08 is built on a system that includes a folding hard Eloxal-coated aircraft-aluminum stock with an adjustable rear monopod, a cheek 
piece that is vertically and horizontally adjustable, and a recoil pad that is horizontally adjusted by adding and removing spacers and vertically 
adjusted by sliding the pad itself up and down. The pistol grip is configurable with a choice of interchangeable back straps to adjust for hand size 
and optimized grip. The action is topped with a 20-MOA Picatinny rail, while the forend allows for short Picatinny rails on both sides. The underside 
of the stock also houses a UIT rail for the addition of accessories such as a handstop. Bi-pod is included

As in other Steyr high-performance bolt-action rifles, the SSG 08 is built on the Safe Bolt System (SBS) action with a unique 2+1 safety function 
that offers three settings operated by a wheel switch on the tang of the stock. The FIRE mode (safety off) is indicated by a red dot, and the first 
level of SAFE mode disables the firing mechanism while allowing the bolt to be cycled. The second SAFE position locks the bolt, at which point the 
bolt can be pushed down against the stock, locking the firing pin and firing mechanism out of firing position, allowing safe transportation with a 
round in the chamber. Simply pressing the safety’s release tab and rolling it forward returns the bolt to either the SAFE or the FIRE position.

Integral Picatinny rail

Polymer pistol grip 
with interchangeable 
rubber inserts 

Long-Range Target Shooting
.300 WIN MAG

Available in four calibers:
.243 Win / 23.6" barrel / 
10-round magazine

.308 Win / 23.6" or 20" barrel / 
10-round magazine

.300 Win Mag / 23.6" barrel / 
8-round magazine

.338 Lapua / 27.2" barrel / 
6-round magazine
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